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What does carbon tolerant really mean?
Operando vibrational studies of carbon
accumulation on novel solid oxide fuel cell
anodes prepared by infiltration†

Martha M. Welander,‡a Daniel B. Drasbæk,‡b Marie L. Traulsen,b

Bhaskar R. Sudireddy,b Peter Holtappels*b and Robert A. Walker *ac

Operando Raman spectroscopy and electrochemical techniques were used to examine carbon

deposition on niobium doped SrTiO3 (STN) based SOFC anodes infiltrated with Ni, Co, Ce0.9Gd0.1O2

(CGO) and combinations of these materials. Cells were operated with CH4/CO2 mixtures at 750 1C.

Raman data shows that carbon forms on all cells under operating conditions when Ni is present as an

infiltrate. Additional experiments performed during cell cool down, and on separate material pellets (not

subject to an applied potential), show that chemically labile oxygen available in the CGO infiltrate will

preferentially oxidize all deposited surface carbon as temperatures drop below 700 1C. These

observations highlight the benefit of CGO as a material in SOFC anodes but more importantly, the value

of operando spectroscopic techniques as a tool when evaluating a material’s susceptibility to carbon

accumulation. Solely relying on ex situ measurements will potentially lead to false conclusions about the

studied materials’ ability to resist carbon and improperly inform efforts to develop mechanisms

describing electrochemical oxidation and material degradation mechanisms in these high temperature

energy conversion devices.

Introduction

High temperature energy conversion systems such as solid
oxide cells (SOCs) are an attractive technology for efficient
energy conversion as they can operate in both fuel cell and
electrolysis modes creating a self-contained energy system with
net zero emissions when coupled with renewable fuel sources.
When operated as a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), these devices
have a higher electrical efficiency relative to commercially
available low temperature proton exchange membrane fuel
cells (PEMFCs), and can approach efficiencies of 90% in
combined heat and power applications.1–5 Their real advan-
tage, however, is their fuel flexibility. Because SOFCs typically
operate at temperatures above 600 1C with non-precious metal
catalysts, they can use a wide range of carbon-containing fuels

including CH4, syngas, biogas, and higher molecular weight
hydrocarbons. In order to leverage this advantage, however,
SOFC anodes must be resistant to carbon accumulation (also
known as coking) during operation. The traditional SOFC
anode uses Ni as its electrocatalyst, and in SOFCs anode coking
can take the form of carbon filaments, highly ordered graphite
or disordered graphite. While small amounts of carbon have
proven to be beneficial in some circumstances,6–9 more exten-
sive carbon accumulation leads to electrode failure by both
impeding gas transport and blocking catalytically active sites,
thereby limit the cell performance.6,10 Additionally, irreversible
metal dusting caused by carbon reacting with the Ni itself can
occur leading to complete anode disintegration.11 As a result
of Ni’s susceptibility to carbon-induced degradation, develop-
ment of carbon tolerant, conducting materials has become a
priority for SOFC development and high temperature materials
research.

Commercial SOFC anodes are typically composed of a nickel
and yttria stabilized zirconia cermet (Ni–YSZ) in order to
provide both electrical and ionic conductivity as well as a
thermal expansion coefficient match to the electrolyte. As an
electrocatalyst Ni is affordable, stable under typical operating
conditions, and offers exceptional electrical conductivity and
catalytic activity compared to other anode candidates.3,12–14
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Despite these benefits, however, Ni’s high efficiency for C–H
bond activation leaves the anode susceptible to carbon accu-
mulation. Adding steam to the fuel mitigates carbon
formation15,16 but at the risk of oxidizing the Ni and limiting
overall performance by decreasing the device’s operating
voltage. Additionally, Ni has been shown to drive carbon
accumulation even under conditions not predicted by thermo-
dynamics including for steam to carbon ratios 41.9 Another
alternative for mitigating carbon formation is to reform the
hydrocarbon fuel upstream of the fuel cell. This additional fuel
processing, however, lowers overall cell efficiency.17 Conse-
quently, numerous efforts have been devoted to developing
materials-based solutions that prevent – or at least limit –
carbon accumulation on fuel cell anodes. These tactics have
ranged from complete replacement of the original Ni–YSZ
cermet to more subtle material modifications.18–20

Materials such as copper, ceria, and mixed ionic electronic
conducting (MIEC) perovskites are unable to match Ni’s cata-
lytic activity, but these materials have shown promise in their
ability to operate directly with hydrocarbons fuels.21–24 While
high anode catalytic activity is important, improved carbon
tolerance could arguably compensate for performance losses.
In this context, ‘carbon tolerant’ describes high temperature
anodes that do not suffer from coke formation when operating
with hydrocarbon fuels. Perovskite materials stand out as
possible replacements for Ni–YSZ cermet anodes. One example
is donor-doped, strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO). Doped-STO
materials have relatively high electronic conductivity and
stability under reducing atmospheres, as well as tolerance to
both carbon and sulfur.25–28 STO’s main drawback is its low
electrocatalytic activity, ionic conductivity and correspondingly
poor performance as a fully functional anode. A number of
studies have added electrocatalytically active infiltrates such as
Pd or Ni, together with oxygen ion conducting Ce0.9Gd0.1O2

(CGO) to STO electrodes and have reported reasonable perfor-
mance compared to state of the art Ni–YSZ anodes.28,29

The studies described below investigate whether or not
niobium doped-STO (STN) anode scaffolds infiltrated with
mixtures of nano-sized catalysts are truly carbon-tolerant. The
use of nano-sized catalysts has multiple benefits although their
effects are limited by coarsening at SOFC-relevant operating
temperatures. In principle, cermet anodes would be most
efficient if they consisted of a percolated network of nano-
scale catalyst particles.30,31 Material combinations of Ni, Co
and CGO were used as catalysts as these materials have
demonstrated carbon tolerance under open circuit and single
atmosphere conditions in previous work.32 Additionally, CGO
based catalysts have been one of the most extensively studied
anode materials for SOFCs operating directly with hydrocarbon
fuels.8,21,33–35 Many studies have claimed good performance
with Ce based systems with little to no reported carbon
accumulation.36–43 These same studies, however, base their
claims largely on indirect or post mortem analyses of whether
or not carbon is observed on the decommissioned anodes.

Findings presented in this work employ operando vibrational
Raman spectroscopy to explore directly carbon formation on

functioning STN electrodes infiltrated with CGO, Ni and Co
and combinations of these materials at 750 1C under varying
atmosphere and electrochemical conditions. Data show that
in anodes containing infiltrated Ni, either by itself or in combi-
nation with other nanocatalysts, carbon accumulates when
exposed to CH4. Carbon persists on STN anodes infiltrated solely
with Ni when the anode is cooled to room temperature. On STN
anodes co-infiltrated with either Ni–CGO or Ni–Co–CGO, how-
ever, observed carbon that forms at operational temperatures
disappears as the cell cools. Additional experiments using
simple material pellets show that while carbon can be homo-
genously distributed across an anode at operating temperatures,
oxygen available in CGO remains chemically labile during cool-
down and oxidizes deposited carbon leading to the false impres-
sion that the anodes were resistant to coking during operation.
These findings, therefore, highlight the importance of using
operando optical techniques when drawing conclusions about a
material’s carbon tolerance.

Experimental

The SOFCs used in this work were electrolyte-supported cells.
The Sc2O3, stabilized ZrO2 electrolyte (Nippon Shokubai Co., Ltd,
Japan) of ca. 150 mm thickness was laser cut to 26 mm diameter.
Onto this electrolyte, a Sr0.94Ti0.9Nb0.1O3 (STN) porous backbone
was deposited through spray deposition. The slurry for the
deposition was prepared using STN powder (prepared in the
lab through solid state mixed oxide method), PVP10 000 disper-
sant/binder and ethanol solvent. After deposition, the backbone
was sintered in air at 1200 1C for 8 hours. Subsequently,
a La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 (LSC) (Kusaka, Japan) – Ce0.9Gd0.1O2 (CGO)
(Rhodia GmbH, Germany) composite cathode was screen-
printed on the opposite side of the electrolyte and sintered in
air at 930 1C for 24 hours. Anode electrocatalysts comprised of Ni
or Co or Ni–Co and CGO were added to the STN backbone by
infiltration. The infiltration solutions were prepared in the
following way: first, a 3 M CGO aqueous solution was prepared
using corresponding metal nitrates. To this solution, nitrate
precursors of the Ni or Co or Ni–Co metals were added in the
ration of 90 : 10 by mass (CGO : metal). The full procedure for
infiltration is described elsewhere.44 After infiltration, the cells
were calcined at 350 1C for 2 hours to decompose the metal
nitrates. Finally, a cathode current collection layer, LSC, was
screen-printed on the LSC–CGO cathode. A schematic diagram
of the completed cells can be seen in Fig. 1 together with an SEM

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of membrane electrode assemblies (with
accompanying SEM image) and chip materials used for experiments.
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image of the infiltrated anode. A corresponding list of the
complete fuel cell samples is shown in Table 1 below.

Current collectors consisting of gold wire (Alfa Aesar)
attached to a gold mesh (Alfa Aesar) were attached to both
electrodes with gold paste (Heraeus). The cells were then
attached to a 2.6 mm diameter YSZ tube using ceramic paste
(Aremco Products Inc.). The YSZ tube was enclosed in a quartz
tube and sealed with a rubber stopper. Detailed descriptions
of the experimental set up can be found in previous
publications.45,46 The assembly was then placed into a tube
furnace for heating. Raman spectra were acquired using a
Renishaw InVia spectrometer coupled to a 488 nm Ar-ion laser
with 30–60 seconds exposures. Raman spectra were acquired
using 100% of 30 mW laser power. The set laser power of was
chosen to not risk photodegrading the studied materials and
products. Backscattered light was directed through an edge
filter with a 150 cm�1 low frequency cut off. Table 2 presents
Raman modes and main peak assignments of the materials
discussed in the Results section below. Electrochemical mea-
surements were collected using a Princeton Applied Research
VersaStat MC.

All cells were heated to 750 1C� 5 1C at a ramp rate of 1 1C min�1

under 20 sccm Ar on the anode and 20 sccm air on the cathode.
Once at temperature, gas flows were increased to 100 sccm Ar
and 85 sccm air. Anodes were then reduced under 100 sccm
humidified H2 (3% H2O) and anodes were considered fully
reduced when the open circuit voltage stopped changing
(�1.10 V). Once the anode was reduced, benchmark electro-
chemical measurements were performed including linear
sweep voltammetry (LSV) and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) (with humidified H2). EIS measurements
were collected with an AC voltage amplitude of 0.001 V over a
frequency range of 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz. LSV measurements were
carried out between 100% and 20% of the measured OCV in
order to avoid cell damage and were collected using a sweep
rate of 0.1 V s�1.

Carbon exposure experiments were performed under 4
different anode atmospheres of varying CO2 and CH4 composi-
tions totalling a flowrate of 100 sccm: 70% CO2/30% CH4, 50%
CO2/50% CH4, 25% CO2/75% CH4, and 100% CH4. Because
polarization conditions can influence carbon deposition51,52 in
addition to CH4–CO2 ratios, EIS measurements were collected
under each gas composition at 3 fixed current conditions
including polarization of 85%, 40%, and 10% of the maximum
current density obtained by the LSV. The effects of STN
infiltration and carbon accumulation on cell electrochemical
performance will be addressed in a future report. Raman
kinetic measurements were collected for each set of conditions
with 30 second exposure times. All Raman data were subject to
instrument baseline and cosmic ray corrections. Carbon
removal between sets was carried out using humidified Ar
followed by reduction and benchmark measurements under
humidified H2. This procedure was performed between differ-
ent gas compositions even when carbon was not observed. All
cells were cooled under Ar in order to preserve the chemical
composition of species across the anode for post-operation
ex situ Raman spectroscopy.

Materials used for chip studies (Fig. 1) included commer-
cially available nano-NiO and CGO powders (JT Baker). Pellets
were pressed with a 1.27 cm diameter from either 100%
NiO powder or mixture of 10 wt% CGO (Gd0.2Ce0.801.95) and
90 wt% NiO. Pellets were sintered at 1400 1C with a ramp rate of
5 1C min�1 and a 1 hour dwell time. Chips from sintered pellets
were attached to a closed YSZ disc using a small amount of
ceramic paste (Aremco Products Inc.). The final assembly for
heating was equivalent as to described above. Chips were
heated to 750 1C � 5 1C before being exposed to 100 sccm of
CH4 for 10 minutes to match the exposure times in full cell
experiments. Clear evidence of carbon accumulation based on
Raman spectra was apparent within B3 minutes. Chips were
then cooled under Ar with Raman spectra being acquired
continuously to monitor compositional changes occurring
under the inert atmosphere.

Results
Operando observations of differences in carbon tolerance

Coupling electrochemical methods with operando Raman
spectroscopy has proven to be an effective method for measur-
ing carbon tolerance,53 as any accumulated carbon will give rise
to a strong Raman vibrational feature at 1560 cm�1 as shown in
Fig. 2. (The exact frequency of this band depends slightly on
temperature.) This vibrational mode corresponds to highly
ordered graphite on the cell surface and is often referred to
as the ‘‘G-band’’. In addition to this feature, Raman vibrational
modes at 1350 cm�1 and 2699 cm�1 assigned to disordered
graphite (‘‘D-band’’) and vibration-phonon coupling (‘‘2-D
band’’), respectively, also appear in Fig. 2. (The lower frequency
feature at B600 cm�1 is due to the YSZ substrate.) Raman
bands assignments and frequencies relevant to the present
study are cited in Table 1. Correlating carbon accumulation

Table 1 Summary of membrane electrode assemblies with catalyst load-
ing percentages and the mass gained by infiltration

Sample name Catalyst Loading (wt%) Mass gain (mg)

Ni Ni 100 0.50 � 0.2
Ni–CGO Ni; CGO 10; 90 0.78 � 0.08
Co–CGO Co; CGO 10; 90 0.63 � 0.24
Ni–Co–CGO Ni; Co; CGO 5; 5; 90 0.58 � 0.33
Ni–Co–CGO Ni; Co; CGO 10; 10; 80 0.40 � 0.12
Ni–YSZ Ni; YSZ 40; 60 n/a

Table 2 Raman modes and peak assignments, with literature references,
of materials present in Results below. Frequencies are accurate to�3 cm�1

Phase/species Raman modes Main peak(s) room temperature (cm�1)

YSZ F2g 61947

CGO F2g 46348

NiO (nano) LO 50049

NiO (micron) 2LO, (2M) 1090, (1490)47

STO TO 415, 78032

C (graphite) E2g 1350, 1585, 270050
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on anodes with changes in EIS and voltammetry data has
provided insight into the effects of carbon on electrochemical
oxidation, mass transport and material degradation.16,32,48

All experiments in this work were performed at 750 1C and
carbon accumulation was monitored using mixtures of CO2 and
CH4 at ratios of 30 : 70, 50 : 50, 75 : 25, and 0 : 100% CH4. Every
sample was exposed to the gas ratios at 85%, 40%, and 10% of
each cell’s maximum current (Imax) for 10 minutes each. These
electrochemical conditions will be referred to as high, medium
and low current conditions, respectively. In previous reports, a
10 minute exposure to CH4 showed significant carbon accumu-
lation on traditional Ni–YSZ cermet anodes.6,7,54 Continuous
Raman measurements were performed to track the growth of
the G-band. Mixtures of CO2 and CH4 did not lead to any
spectroscopically observable carbon on any of the cell surfaces;
carbon was only observed with 100% CH4 conditions. These
results indicate that addition of CO2 to the inlet fuel stream
suppresses carbon accumulation and is consistent with several
past studies showing that at temperatures above 700 1C, CO2 in
the incident fuel leads to dry reforming reactions that remove
deposited carbon.54–56 Dry reforming is thermodynamically
favoured at temperatures above 730 1C assuming standard state
partial pressures of reactants and products. As no carbon was
observable even at the lowest CO2 ratios (25%) in the current
studies, our observations imply that CO2 dry-reforming occurred
faster than CH4 decomposition and subsequent coking.

Fig. 3 shows Raman kinetic traces comparing carbon accu-
mulation rates on all cells exposed to pure CH4 at high, mid
and low currents. The kinetic traces are a compilation of
Raman scans collected every 30 seconds where the height of
the G-band is measured individually from each spectrum.
Changes in the kinetic data between cells having the same
anode composition and tested at different current densities are
the result of the different electrochemical polarization condi-
tions driving more or fewer oxides to the anode. Comparing
different samples operating with the same polarization condi-
tions illustrate how effectively the infiltrated nanoparticles
catalyze C–H bond activation.

Data in Fig. 3 show clearly that carbon accumulation occurred
in all samples where Ni was present, even in combination with

other infiltrates. This result emphasizes Ni’s strong propensity
towards C–H bond activation even when present only in small
amounts. Several of the sharp features (or dips) in the Fig. 3
Raman data are a result of continuous re-focusing of the Raman
microscope in order to maintain optimal signal intensity. While
these features are more apparent in some samples than others,
they do not change the general carbon accumulation trends.
Samples infiltrated solely with Ni consistently showed the most
carbon under all polarization conditions with counts exceeding
300 under low current conditions. (The ‘‘counts’’ label refers to
the G-peak Raman intensity. Previous work from our lab has
shown G-peak intensities correlate closely with the amount of
electrochemically accessible accumulated carbon.57) Note that
that the low nanoparticle loadings on the STN scaffolds did not
provide sufficient percolation for the nanoparticles themselves
to serve as a stand-alone SOFC anode.

Co-infiltrated Ni–CGO samples repeatedly showed little
carbon formation at high and mid polarization, but increased
carbon accumulation at low polarizations with counts just
below 300. Comparing the Ni only and Ni–CGO samples
illustrates that addition of CGO to the anode microstructure
decreases the amount of deposited carbon This effect can be
attributed both to CGO’s relatively high ionic conductivity
under reducing conditions, as well as its oxygen storage capa-
city (OSC). This effect was also observed for the bimetallic
infiltrated sample, Ni–Co–CGO. While slight carbon accumula-
tion was observed under each polarizing current, counts never
exceeded 200 for these samples. With low current conditions
Ni–Co–CGO anode showed even less carbon accumulation
compared to Ni–CGO but carbon was nevertheless present.
Co–CGO infiltrated anodes showed no signs of any observed
carbon accumulation, even with 100% CH4 conditions at low
currents. While Co has been cited as a carbon tolerant
electrocatalyst,58,59 Co–CGO’s poor electrochemical perfor-
mance identified in these studies and illustrated in Fig. 4
implies that Co has very little catalytic activity towards C–H

Fig. 2 Representative Raman spectrum of reduced Ni after exposure to
CH4. The G-band visible at 1560 cm�1 is used in this study to confirm
carbon accumulation. This spectrum was acquired at 7501 with an acqui-
sition time of 30 s.

Fig. 3 Representative Raman kinetic traces of G-band appearance at
100% CH4 conditions under all studied polarizations. CH4 exposure started
at time 0. While Co–CGO samples showed no sign of carbon accumula-
tion under any conditions, carbon was continuously visible in Ni containing
samples. Representative Raman spectra appear in ESI,† Fig. SI-1.
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bond activation. These findings caution against complete
replacement of Ni with Co in the quest to develop high
efficiency, carbon tolerant SOFC electrode materials.37,60,61

Infiltrated STN ceramic electrodes studied in this work were
fabricated to decouple the electrocatalytic phase from the
electronic conducting phase. This strategy has become popular
in the quest to develop carbon tolerant MIEC materials for
SOFC electrodes.31,62,63 Infiltrates were added to the porous
STN backbone in order to improve the materials’ electro-
catalytic capability. In order to compare carbon’s tendency to
accumulate on infiltrated STN electrodes relative to traditional
Ni–YSZ cermet anodes comprised of mm sized Ni and YSZ
particles,64–67 equivalent experiments were performed using
internally manufactured, electrolyte supported SOFCs having
a Ni–YSZ cermet anode. Under pure methane conditions and
low polarization, a standard Ni–YSZ anode showed more than
double the counts of G-band intensity in the Raman spectra
compared to the Ni based, nano-infiltrated anodes shown in
Fig. 3. Traditional Ni–YSZ cermets also showed evidence of
carbon deposition at low current conditions when exposed to a
mixture of 75% CH4 and 25% CO2 (Fig. 5). While nano-
infiltrated anodes do not show Raman signal above the noise
limit (B20 counts) with this CH4/CO2 balance, an average of
60 counts and a clear G-peak was observed on the standard
Ni–YSZ anode. Admittedly, the Ni–YSZ cermet anode had
considerably higher Ni content than the Ni-infiltrated STN

electrode, leading to greater susceptibility for carbon accumu-
lation. Nevertheless, this comparison served its purpose in
comparing carbon tolerances between the infiltrated ceramic
electrodes designed to be carbon tolerant and a traditional
SOFC anode. Furthermore, these studies show that even those
electrodes having low Ni-content are susceptible to coking.

Carbon disappearance during cooling

Raman spatial sampling was used to examine the homogeneity
of carbon deposition on the nano-infiltrated anodes with
measurable G-band intensity. Fig. 6 shows a representative
Raman spectrum collected at various locations across a
Ni-CGO anode following final benchmark measurements at
low current, 100% CH4 conditions at 750 1C. The spectra show
a homogenous distribution of carbon across the anode surface
regardless of measurement location. While carbon is clearly
present across the anodes at operating temperatures, no carbon
signal was observed on these same samples after cool down
under argon. Based on these findings, any analysis of the
infiltrated STN electrodes used in this work based on ex situ,
post mortem analyses would conclude that all electrodes other
than the Ni-only infiltrated anode are carbon tolerant, despite
the operando vibrational spectroscopy data that shows clear
carbon accumulation on the Ni–CGO and Ni–Co–CGO during
operation. Following disassembly and post mortem analysis,
Raman signal from the STN-itself and anode infiltrates (CGO,
primarily) were still visible, and ex situ SEM analysis showed no
obvious changes in anode microstructure suggesting that
carbon removal occurred without significant changes to other
anode materials. In order to investigate this observation
further, two Ni–CGO cells were independently heated up to
750 1C and exposed to CH4 at low current conditions. Following
carbon exposure and G-band appearance, fuel environments
over both electrodes were switched to Ar in order to prevent
carbon removal due to imperfect seals between the anode and
cathode chambers and/or continued oxide diffusion through
the electrolyte. Cells were cooled under these conditions and
G-band intensities were monitored in order to identify any
changes in accumulated carbon as the temperature returned
to ambient conditions.

Fig. 4 Representative LSV traces of cell with Co–CGO anode compared
to Ni–CGO anode measured in humidified H2 at 750 1C.

Fig. 5 Raman kinetics of G-band intensity upon exposure to a fuel
mixture of 75% CH4 and 25% CO2. While nano-infiltrated catalysts do
not show any sign of carbon deposition, a standard Ni–YSZ anode shows a
stable G-band intensity of B60 counts.

Fig. 6 Raman measurements with 30 s exposure time collected at various
locations across Ni–CGO anode surface (average of 1 mm spacing)
including close to fuel inlet, close to current collector, and anode edge
and centre.
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Fig. 7 shows the changes in G-band intensity as a function of
temperature as the Ni–CGO cells cooled. Cells were cooled at a
rate of B2.5 1C min�1 and the total time in Fig. 7 (including top
right inset) amounts to a DT of B�120 1C. After 25 minutes
(1500 s) of cooling (anode temperature of B690 1C), very little
intensity was observed in the G-band. A challenge when making
these measurements was maintaining an optimal focus for the
Raman excitation laser. As the temperature cooled, thermal
expansion changed the sample height sufficiently to become a
second source of signal loss. The microscope field of view was
re-focused after 27 minutes to re-optimize G-band signal. While
some signal was measurable (B80 counts) this number con-
tinued to decrease upon continued cooling (inset, Fig. 7).
Because traditional Ni–YSZ and infiltrated Ni-only anodes both
repeatedly show visible anode coking in post mortem analyses
when cooled under equivalent conditions, carbon removal on
the infiltrated samples must be explained by differences in
material composition between the Ni-only, Ni–YSZ cermet
anode and the nano-co-infiltrated STN. As STN is not catalyti-
cally active towards CH activation,28 carbon related changes
must be due to the infiltrates. In order to investigate whether
carbon removal upon cool down was a result simply of Ni
particle size, chip studies of nano-sized NiO were conducted.
Co was not considered for these studies as Co–CGO infiltrated
samples had proved carbon tolerant during operation. Fig. 8
shows Raman spectra of a NiO chip comprised of nano-sized
particles. The peak at 500 cm�1, a signature of nano-NiO,49,68

confirms that the particles did not undergo significant
coarsening during sintering. The difference in line width of
the 500 cm�1 feature is attributed to thermal broadening. Fig. 8
shows clearly that carbon deposition occurs at 750 1C, and
carbon remains during cool-down and during post mortem
analysis. Therefore, carbon loss upon cool down cannot be
attributed to differences in catalyst size.

Based on these observations, we attribute carbon disappear-
ance from Ni–CGO and Ni–Co–CGO infiltrated anodes to the
CGO itself. This material is the only apparent oxygen source in
the infiltrated STN anodes as Ni and Co are both reduced to
pure metal catalysts at the start of the study and then preserved

as zero-valent elemental materials during cool-down. CeO2

based materials are widely used in a variety of catalyst applica-
tions because of their OSC. Ceria’s well-known, labile Ce4+/Ce3+

mixed valence at high temperatures and low PO2
leads to MIEC

capabilities.69,70 Below 700 1C, CGO is nearly a pure ionic
conductor69,71,72 and these conditions, where little electronic
conductivity is observed, could explain the observed Raman
kinetics and the oxidation of carbon in the studied samples
when temperatures approached 700 1C and below. Electronic
conductivity would enable materials (such as elemental carbon)
to remain reduced, while lack of electronic conductivity but
continued ion conductivity could, conceivably provide a path
leading to carbon oxidation. CGO’s potential to oxidize carbon
by active lattice oxygen species, even under low partial pres-
sures of oxygen has been reported elsewhere.73,74 Additionally,
synergistic effects with Ni have been found to enhance the
ability of ceria to oxidize carbon.75

To investigate CGO’s role in C-removal, a sample consisting
of nano-sized NiO (90%) and CGO (10%) was prepared and
subjected to the same testing procedure as the nano-NiO chip
described above. The results for the NiO–CGO chip show clearly
that G-band intensity decreases dramatically between 700 1C
and 675 1C, with no measurable G-band intensity at 650 1C
(Fig. 9). Carbon disappearance coincides with a dramatic
increase in the intensity of the CeO2 F2g Raman peak at
460 cm�1. Fig. 10 shows measurements comparing the chip’s
surface composition prior to heat up (top trace) where NiO and
CGO signals are prominent, after CH4 exposure at 750 1C
showing clear G-band intensity (middle trace), and after cool

Fig. 7 Representative Raman kinetics of G-band intensity during cell cool
down following Ni–CGO anode exposure to CH4 at near OCV conditions.
The inset shows kinetics following a Raman re-focus after the initial
1600 seconds.

Fig. 8 Raman extended scans showing surface of nano-NiO chip after
exposure to CH4 at temperature and post cool down.

Fig. 9 Raman extended scans of nano NiO (90%) CGO (10%) chip taken
during cool down to track changes in the G-band at B1560 cm�1.
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down (bottom trace). Curiously, the bottom trace of Fig. 10
shows no sign of Ni oxidation eliminating any suspicion of
surface oxidation due to a leak or oxide flux through the
sample. This result instead suggests a mechanism for carbon
removal that utilizes labile oxygen in CGO, but these same
species are not sufficiently labile to oxidize Ni, as evidenced by
the absence of the NiO 2P peak in the spectrum post-cool down.
Smaller CeO2 nanoparticles support this theory as they exhibit
even greater relative OSC given to their larger relative surface
areas.76 Comparing redox potentials of the CO2/C(s) couple with
that of NiO/Ni, thermodynamics predict that carbon would be
preferentially oxidized when compared to Ni77 as the equilibrium
potential for the NiO/Ni couple is less favourable (�0.73 V)
compared to that of the CO/CO2 product couple (�0.99 V).3,8

These predictions have been experimentally validated by several
in situ studies.20,53,78 We assume that had more carbon accumu-
lated on the samples, such as the amounts seen on Ni–YSZ
cermet-based cells, complete carbon oxidation might not have
been possible, but a decrease in post mortem Raman signal
compared to operando signals would still be expected. Studies
claiming that CeO2-based catalysts are carbon tolerant37,38,40–43

should therefore consider carefully the chemistry that can occur
during cool-down and how changes in catalyst reactivity might
impact post mortem analyses relative to what is observed in direct,
operando measurements.

Conclusions

Operando spectroscopic data presented above demonstrate that
assumptions about SOFC electrode properties based on ex situ
measurements may fail to capture relevant surface chemistry
that occurs when carbon containing fuels are being electro-
chemically oxidized. Vibrational Raman data show the impor-
tance of acquiring real-time, materials-specific information
about SOFC electrodes in order to determine anode carbon
tolerance. In the present work a novel anode design based
on infiltration of Ni, Co, and CGO into an STN backbone was
investigated. All anodes tested in this study proved carbon

tolerant when CO2 was present in the fuel stream in combi-
nation with CH4. Under pure CH4 conditions all anodes except
for ones infiltrated with Co–CGO showed that carbon accumu-
lated at 750 1C. Carbon accumulation on the surface of these
samples, however, was much less than that observed in Ni–YSZ
cermet anodes. While the current study has proven that carbon
will accumulate where Ni is present, quantifying the amount of
carbon based on Ni particle size remains a challenge for future
work. In addition to confirming carbon formation on the
infiltrated STN anodes, results also demonstrated that CGO
in the anode functioned as an oxygen reservoir upon cool down.
This behaviour led to oxidation of the surface carbon present
during cool down. While questions remain about how to
improve the electrochemical performance of the studied cells
to make them competitive with conventional SOFC materials,
the increase in carbon tolerance can help drive future studies.
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